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Tokamak operational regimes with small edge localized modes (ELMs) could be a solution to the
problem of large transient heat loads in fusion reactors. A ballooning mode near the last closed flux surface
governed by the pressure gradient and the magnetic shear there has been proposed for small ELMs. In this
Letter, we experimentally investigate several stabilizing effects near the last closed flux surface and present
linear ideal simulations that indeed develop ballooninglike fluctuations there and connect them with
nonlinear resistive simulations. The dimensionless parameters of the small ELM regime in the region of
interest are very similar to those in a reactor, making this regime the ideal exhaust scenario for a future
device.
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Future devices that exploit nuclear fusion to generate
electrical energy must have good particle and energy
confinement to achieve enough fusion gain. In tokamaks,
an excellent confinement is linked to an edge transport
barrier, which is accompanied by steep pressure gradients
at the edge, the so-called pedestal [1]. However, the particle
confinement must not be too good either, since in steady
state operation impurities and the fusion product helium
must be removed and replaced by fresh fuel. An additional
requirement for large devices is a high density at the last
closed flux surface (the separatrix), a condition that must be
met to protect the plasma facing components from exces-
sive power loads [2]. The steep pressure gradients at the
edge can be the cause of instabilities, so-called edge
localized modes (ELMs), which expel both particles and
energy in strong bursts. The largest and most common edge
localized modes are called type-I ELMs [3]. While still
tolerable in present day machines, these type-I ELMs
pose a serious threat to first wall components of reactor-
grade devices such as the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER) or future DEMOnstration

Power Plants [4,5]. The search for mitigation measures
(using, e.g., resonant magnetic perturbation coils or pace
making of smaller ELMs by pellet injection [6,7]) or even
better for operational regimes that avoid such strong bursts
while maintaining the good confinement at high separatrix
densities has been ongoing for years [8]. The small ELM
regime presented in this Letter has been observed on
several machines before and was then called the type-II
or grassy ELM regime [9–15]. However, at that time the
interpretation of the stability of type-II ELMs took place in
the same parameter space as for type-I ELMs, namely edge
pressure gradient and edge bootstrap current across the
whole pedestal width [16]. Type-II ELM scenarios were
excluded for a reactor because they occur at pedestal top
collisionalities ν�e ∝ ne=T2

e that are much higher than
needed due to the necessary high temperature. In present
day machines, collisionalities at the pedestal top and at the
separatrix cannot be matched in the same plasmas. In the
following we will demonstrate that the small ELMs, in
contrast to the disastrous type-I ELMs, are not destabilized
in the entire region of the edge transport barrier, but only in
a small region just inside the last closed flux surface
emphasizing the importance of the matching separatrix
collisionality [ν�e;sepðAUGQCEÞ ¼ ν�e;sepðITERÞ ¼ Oð10Þ].
Moreover, by specifically tailoring the pedestal in such a
way that the small ELMs provide enough quasicontinuous
transport, while reducing the pedestal width, we show that
the occurrence of large type-I ELMs can be prevented
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without the need for any mitigation measures. In this way,
we can successfully achieve a mode of operation with good
confinement at high separatrix density and a wide heat load
footprint in the divertor. This tokamak operating regime
provides a quasicontinuous exhaust of particles and heat
while preventing the occurrence of strong type-I ELMs
(therefore termed quasicontinuous exhaust or QCE sce-
nario). It shows enhanced filamentary transport [17] and a
significantly broadened heat-flux footprint [18] and is
therefore a particularly promising regime for future fusion
devices like ITER or future DEMOnstration Power Plants.
The realization that this regime benefits from instabilities

at the foot of the transport barrier [19,20], which lead to
quasicontinuous transport without significantly degrading
confinement, has led us to investigate the factors that can
tailor the instabilities. These investigations show that, while
the driving pressure gradient is mainly determined by
density, the dominant destabilizing terms are a weak local
magnetic shear, a weak poloidal flow shear, and a long
connection length between the bad curvature low field side
(LFS) and the good curvature high field side (HFS). We
could meanwhile experimentally demonstrate and establish
the QCE regime for a wide range of safety factors and
heating powers. Moreover, ideal ballooning stability cal-
culations show that, in all discharges, the narrow region just
inside the separatrix is ideally ballooning unstable. First,
nonlinear, resistive magnetohydrodynamic calculations of
such a small ELM regime using the JOREK code [21]
develop ballooninglike fluctuations under similar condi-
tions such as an elevated separatrix density. We can
therefore state that the new understanding of the origin
of the small ELM regime, namely a localized unstable
region just inside the separatrix, is supported by several
experimental findings as well as linear ideal and nonlinear
resistive modeling.
To emphasize the broad operational range of the QCE

regime, this Letter focuses on three discharges at safety
factors of q95 ¼ 4, 6, and 8, achieved by a variation of
plasma current and toroidal field, performed on ASDEX
Upgrade close to the empirical density limit fGW;ped > 0.87
and ITER confinement timescaling factors H98;y2 > 1. The
difference of the two methods for the q95 scan, namely
altering BT and IP, were found to be negligible for this
study. This has been analyzed with additional discharges
that are not shown in this Letter. All three presented
discharges were programmed to have a high elongation
and triangularity (solid line cross section in Fig. 1, left)
resulting in a small ELM dominant phase. To influence the
connection length between the good and bad curvature side
lHFS→LFS (measured at a poloidal radius of ρpol ¼ 0.99
depicted by the red arrow in Fig. 1), and therefore the
ballooning stability, the plasma shapes were then altered in
the same way (dotted cross section in Fig. 1) for all three
discharges. The temporal evolution of lHFS→LFS as well as
q95 is depicted on the right of Fig. 1.

The outer poloidal divertor current, measured in the
scrape-off layer (SOL), IpolSOLa, serving as an ELM
indicator in metal machines, is shown in Fig. 2 for all
three discharges, including offsets of 20 kA for illustrative
purposes. The small ELM regime is established at 3 s in the
lowest q discharge (#34862) and at 2 s in the other two
discharges. One second later, the plasma z position is
gradually ramped down, consequently reducing lHFS→LFS.
In all three discharges, at the time of the longest connection
between LFS and HFS (black solid bar), the largest
transport caused by the small ELMs is observable as an

FIG. 1. Left: Cross section of the separatrix of the high (solid)
and low (dashed) lHFS→LFS time points. lHFS→LFS is the length of a
field line spanning from the LFS to the HFS midplane. A poloidal
projection of lHFS→LFS is depicted with the red arrow. Right:
Temporal evolution of lHFS→LFS and the safety factor at 95% flux
throughout the three discharges.

FIG. 2. ELM signatures of the three discharges with different
edge safety factors. The two higher q discharges are offset by
20 kA and 40 kA for better visibility. The solid and dashed lines
mark the higher and lower connection length configurations
depicted in Fig. 1.
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elevated background in the signals (white lines). With the
reduction of the connection length, this background
decreases in all three cases, whereby in the high-q
discharge no type-I ELMs appear, in the medium-q dis-
charge at 4.5 s the first type-I ELMs arise, and in the low-q
discharge type-I ELMs occur sporadically during the entire
phase, indicating that the pedestal in the low-q discharge is
still very close to the peeling-ballooning stability boundary.
Experimentally, the effect of the ballooning mode inside

the separatrix, small ELM filaments as well as large type-I
ELM crashes, can be directly observed using thermal
helium spectroscopy [22]. Figure 3 depicts the normalized
emission intensity ratio of two neutral helium lines, which
is proportional to electron temperature and density.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show 3 ms long time windows of
the q ¼ 6 discharge as a function of ρpol. The separatrix
position is denoted with a white dashed line, dividing the
SOL on the top from the confined region at the bottom. In
the confined and near SOL region, the impact of the
ballooning mode is visible as a coherent structure with a
frequency of around 30 kHz. Neither the exact location nor
the structure of the mode can be experimentally determined

using radially resolved 1D He spectroscopy. This mode
causes filaments to propagate radially outward and reach
the far SOL with a mean occurrence rate of 1 kHz. Whereas
the mode and thus the filamentary transport is continuously
present in Fig. 3(a), the mode appearance is occasionally
weakened at time point 2 s later [Fig. 3(b)]. Here, at lower
lHFS→LFS, the plasma is in a mixed ELM regime where the
ballooning mode inside the separatrix is less coherent at
around 40 kHz and the filament occurrence rate is reduced
to 250 Hz. This points to the transport being less continu-
ous with the reduced connection length. This reduction of
continuous transport manifests in the appearance of ELMs
with increasing amplitude, as seen in the blue time trace of
Fig. 2. Figure 3(c) shows a 30 ms time window of this later
stage of the discharge, where clear type-I ELMs are present.
The time window is 10 times longer compared to Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b) to cover the whole ELM evolution. The impact of
these large ELMs is seen in the divertor current measure-
ment (white time trace in Fig. 3) and the massively
increased radial transport by ELM filaments in the SOL,
which clearly dominate the inter-ELM filaments that are
still present.
In addition to the influence of the high-field side, there

are also localmechanismsgoverning the small ELMstability,
especially the local magnetic shear sl ¼ −e⊥ · ∇ × e⊥
as defined in [23] with e⊥ ¼ ð∇Ψ=k∇ΨkÞ × ðB=kBkÞ.
sl represents the local tilt of neighboring flux tubes and can
stabilize ballooning modes, in particular the ones at the
pedestal bottom causing the small ELMs at the LFS.
Figure 4 shows a measure of the shear stabilization of the

bad curvature region around the LFS midplane achieved by
integrating the local magnetic shear poloidally along the
field lines from −45° to 45° with regard to the midplane at

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. Pedestal bottom ballooning mode and SOL filaments
measured via thermal helium beam spectroscopy. Overlaid in
white divertor current as an ELM monitor and the separatrix
position (dashed line). The pure small ELM phase (a) shows a
coherent ballooning mode inside the separatrix with many
filaments traveling through the SOL. In (b) the ballooning mode
activity inside the separatrix is occasionally reduced, which
directly lowers the filament activity. (c) shows a longer 30 ms
time window depicting two large type-I ELMs.

FIG. 4. Shear stabilization at the bad curvature side represented
by the field line integrated local magnetic shear from −45° to 45°
with regard to the outboard midplane. Solid lines show the high
and dashed lines the lower lHFS→LFS phases. Different colors
represent the different safety factors.
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different radial positions. Here, the solid lines represent the
high connection length phases while the connection length
phases are depicted with dashed lines. In the high-q case,
which stays in the small ELM regime, lowering the
connection length only changes the stabilization inside
ρ ¼ 0.98. The medium- and high-q cases show an increase
of the shear stabilization at the separatrix, which is in
agreement with the observed transport behavior, i.e., a
stabilization of the small ELMs located at the pedestal foot.
The ballooning stability of the three discharges was

calculated with HELENA [24] using high resolution IDE [25]
equilibria to guarantee an accurate bootstrap current evo-
lution. HELENA, an ideal n → ∞ code, calculates the linear
stability at each flux surface separately, which results in
profiles for the critical normalized pressure gradient αcrit at
which the plasma would become ballooning unstable.
Although the resistivity is quite high in the region of
interest, ideal analysis provides a good first step as it has
recently been shown that including resistivity only lowers
the stability boundary [26,27]. The experimental normal-
ized pressure gradient, i.e., the ballooning drive close to the
separatrix, stays constant within measurement tolerances
with the change of the connection length for all three
discharges. The temporal evolution of the marginal stability
Fmarg ¼ αcrit=αexp of the three discharges is plotted for
different radial positions and shows some distinct features
that can be summarized as follows: When the discharge
evolves to the high shaping (3 s for 34862, 2 s for the higher
q discharges), the plasma becomes ideal ballooning unsta-
ble close to the separatrix at ρ ¼ 0.99. In the steep gradient
region at ρ ¼ 0.98, the plasmas are more stable (scans in
s-α space show second stability access). After the con-
nection length is lowered, the outer unstable region gets
shifted even further outward and the region of stability
becomes broader. The effect is best seen in the medium-q
shot [Fig. 5(b)], where it leads to a broadening of the
pedestal and a reappearance of type-I ELMs resulting in a
mixed ELM regime. The location of the small ELMs lies
further inside the plasma in the pure small ELM phases. In
the mixed regime, it is shifted outside into a region of lower
pressure, which is why the small ELMs cause less transport
there and type-I ELMs are again present. The lower LFS
shear stabilization as well as the higher lHFS→LFS in the
high-q case keep the plasma in the small ELM regime. QCE
or small ELM filaments are observed in all discharges when
the ballooning instability at the pedestal bottom is present.
The third quantity crucial for edge stability is the radial

electric field and the associated flow shear, the E × B shear,
or in other words the radial change of the E × B velocity. Its
main ingredient is the gradient of the radial electric field,
which is notoriously hard to measure experimentally. It has
been reported to suppress turbulent transport and is
widely believed to be the main cause for the L-H transition
[28–30]. To investigate its role in small ELM stability,
the radial electric field Er profiles for the two higher q

discharges have been calculated from the line intensity and
the poloidal and toroidal velocity measured by the AUG
charge exchange recombination spectroscopy diagnostics
using the radial force balance. The profile reconstruction
for the lowest q discharge showed a minimum of Er outside
the separatrix, suggesting that the measurements were
affected by the type-I ELMs. The discharge has therefore
been left out of this analysis.
The data pointsmeasured are shown in Fig. 6 as circles for

the higher lHFS→LFS and crosses for the lowered lHFS→LFS
phases. The Er data were then fitted using the proFit
Gaussian process routine [31] with a squared exponential
kernel. The right side of Fig. 6 shows the fitted profiles for
the two discharges, where again solid lines denote the higher
and dashed lines the lHFS→LFS phases. While radial electric
field profiles in the q95 ¼ 8 case (orange) do not changewith
the alteration of the plasma shape, the characteristic mini-
mum in the Er profile becomes 50% deeper in the q95 ¼ 6
case. This could be due to the influence of the already
occurring type-I ELMs in the mixed ELM phase.
The HELENA ballooning stability calculations presented

in Fig. 5 do not take the E × B shear into account. As the Er

FIG. 5. Time traces of the marginal stability Fmarg of three QCE
discharges [(a) q95 ¼ 4, (b) q95 ¼ 6, and (c) q95 ¼ 8] for different
ρpol. The transitions of dominant ELM type are marked with
white vertical lines. Ballooning stability is represented by dark
blue colors while instability is colored in light green.
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profiles and also their gradients change significantly when
comparing the clean small ELM phase with the phase
where type-I ELMs reappear, the influence of the E × B
shear on small ELM stability cannot be disregarded.
Recently, full type-I ELM cycles have been simulated

with the nonlinear resistive magnetohydrodynamic JOREK
code [32]. By using similar plasma parameters, wewere able
to show simulations with small ELMs with less impact on
the divertor. The simulations exhibit growth of a broad
spectrumofmode numberswithout a clearly dominating one
and an enhanced pressure gradient close to the separatrix.
With increased heating power and/or by decreasing the
separatrix density, the Er well deepens, leading to a
reoccurrence of type-I ELMs in the simulation. A detailed
description of the simulation results can be found in [33].
The simulations point to the important role of the E × B

shear, as without it, JOREK is not able to reproduce ELM
cycles of a small or large kind and can only simulate single
ELM events followed by unrealistically strong ballooning
turbulence [34].
All three stabilizing quantities—magnetic shear, E × B

shear, and the connection length between good and bad
curvature regions—can and do change with the shape
changes and influence the amount of transport induced
by the small ELMs. The consequently changed shape of the
whole pedestal appears to be the crucial factor determining
the occurrence of large ELMs. It has to be stated here that
the lowest q case presented exhibits type-I ELMs through-
out the discharge, which would be disastrous for a reactor.
With a higher plasma triangularity and thus an increased
lHFS→LFS and lower separatrix shear stabilization, pure QCE
discharges without any type-I ELMs have already been
performed at AUG up to values of q95 ¼ 3.6 (using
IP ¼ 1 MA and BT ¼ 2 T). The similarity of the normal-
ized pedestal bottom conditions in the QCE discharges to
the ones that are predicted in larger devices, especially the
separatrix collisionality, have already motivated stability
analyses of ITER equilibria that also show ballooning
instability of the pedestal bottom [35]. Although the

pressure gradient at the separatrix is hard to predict, with
the separatrix densities expected to be fairly similar, the
temperatures are, however, higher at the separatrix but
especially at the pedestal top. The connection length to the
stabilizing HFS is larger and could therefore play a bigger
role; the flow shear, on the other hand, is proportional to
1=B and is therefore lower. Only a code that can take into
account all these different mechanisms simultaneously will
be able to make reasonable predictions.
To summarize, we have revisited a promising operational

regime for magnetically confined fusion devices, analyzed
the conditions under which the devices must be operated
to achieve this regime, and performed (linear and non-
linear) modeling calculations to support our interpretation.
The new understanding of the QCE scenario makes us
confident that such a regime is the best option for future
reactor-grade machines.
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